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The VSAII ACB500 / ACB1100
Archive-Collection Vehicles
As well as the highly successful and reliable ACB500, the ACB1100 is now also available as a lifting device for the
collection of archives. This load system can handle a broad variety of containers thus optimising mechanics and
electronics, resulting in the emptying of a container within 45 seconds.
The loading process is handled in a completely closed and covered area. This not only ensures full data integrity
but also optimal safety for the employee responsible for handling the containers. The emptying of the container
in a fully closed environment guarantees that the highest criteria in safety and security is met. This very modern
loader is also specially designed to empty all types of aluminium and plastic containers that may be fit with
mechanical or electronic locks.
The advanced patented unlocking- and opening system allows full automatic handling of this process. Electronic
signalling, in combination with computer steering, reduces the risk of human error. A closed circuit camera enables
the employee operating the truck full view of the container emptying process.
Both the ACB500 and the ACB1100 can be equipped with a certified mobile weighing system.

Communication antenna (optional)

Model VSAII

ACB500 / ACB1100 rear loader

Model VSAII
Width
Height above the chassis frame (c)
Net capacity
Length including rear loader (B)
Total weight
Cycle per container
Load volume trough
Container spectrum

ACB500 / ACB1100 rear loader
(mm)
(mm)
(m3)
(mm)
(kg)
(sec)
(m3)

16

18

2490
2510
20
6500 - 8300
7390 - 8780
45
>2

ACB500

22

26

ACB1100

RW240

RW350 (small and tall)

RW500

RW600		
EN840-1 (120 / 240 litre with pressure lock)

EN840-2/3 (DIN containers)		







=standard / =option

Options: weighing system
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